Your gateway to music IT
Are you interested in pursuing a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Informatics in
North-Rhine Westphalia while working in the digital music industry? Then we should get to know
one another.
We are looking for trainees in the areas of IT/Management and IT/Programming –
the choice is yours.

What we have to offer you:
 a scholarship to cover the university fees for the number of semesters
(7) generally needed to complete a degree program at the FOM
University of Applied
 Sciences or another university in North-Rhine Westphalia,
 permanent position in the company, with a graded salary,



What you should be able to offer us:



team spirit, curiosity and the drive to play an active role in shaping the digital world of
today and tomorrow,



high proficiency in German and English,



a minimum age of 18,

 help and support from colleagues in the company and during your
studies,



and, last but not least, an interest in working in Leverkusen

 exposure to all fields of activity,

 a paid advance internship so that we can get to know one another,
 one free day per week to study, you would be working Mondays
through Thursdays,

 the freedom to try out your own design ideas

1 IT/Management

2 IT/Programming

Also waiting for you are:



an interest in music



an interest in programming and music

 friendly colleagues,



the ability to keep your eye on the goal



an understanding of technical interrelationships

 flat organizational structure and an open company culture,



an open and friendly personality



Interesse an Frontend-Gestaltung

 a workplace with modern equipment and very good accessibility by
public transport and other forms of transportation,
 flexible working hours,
 free parking,

We at EMS GmbH bring the
music to iTunes, Spotify & Co.

 as well as free coffee, tea, water and fresh fruit

Interested? Then send us your complete
job application as well as your earliest
possible starting date.

EMS - Encoding Management Service GmbH
Andrea Radermacher
Bismarckstr. 48a, 51373 Leverkusen

Or am e-mail to:
office@media-ems.com
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